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ENGL 525A: Studies in the Eighteenth Century (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: Scott MacKenzie 
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Term: 1 
 

“Abruptness Itself”: Narrative Lines, the Poetic Line, 
and the Line of Beauty in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics 

 
Course Description: 
At the end of Volume Six of Tristram Shandy, Tristram sketches a series of lines that purport to map 
the course his narrative has taken in each volume so far.  William Gilpin, in his Observations Relative 
Chiefly to Picturesque Beauty, also incorporates a set of schematic lines, designed to show which 
profile of a range of hills or mountains will offer the most pleasing view.Â  Aside from the remarkable 
visual consonance of the two schemas, there are striking parallels between the aesthetic strategies of 
these two writers.Â  Each highlights the desirability of variation and the unexpected: Sterne writes,"if I 
thought you was able to form the least judgment or probable conjecture to yourself, of what was to 
come in the next page, I would tear it out of my book"Â•; Gilpin says,"A continuity of line without a 
break â€¦ will always displease, because it wants variety â€¦ andand â€¦ abruptness itself is sometimes 
a source of beauty, either whenn it is in contrast with other parts of the line; or when rocks, or other 
objects, account naturally for it."Â•Â  This class will examine the prominence of lines in the aesthetics 
of novelty and singularity that emerge during the eighteenth century.Â  Tristram proclaims his 
dedication to proceeding in a straight line, but his love for digression betrays him:"Digressions, 
incontestably, are the sun-shine ;â€”they are the life, the soul of reading ;â€”take them out of of this 
book for instance,â€”you might as well take the book along wiith them â€¦ restore them to the writer 
;â€”he steps forth liklike a bridegroom,â€”bids All hail; brings in variety, and forbids thee appetite to 
fail."Â•Â  Gilpin offers a similar principle: "Travelling continually among rocks, and mountains; hills 
and vallies; and remarking upon them, [the author] feared might be tedious: and therefore when any 
observations, anecdote, or history, grew naturally from his subject, he was glad to take the advantage 
of it; and draw the reader aside, that he might return to the principal object with less 
satiety."Â•Â  We will investigate how these and other thematically and philosophically significant lines 
become instrumental figures for representational practices that privilege the new, the unique, and the 
unexpected.Â  Where schematic and diagrammatic lines had typically formed ideal and immutable 
figures in Euclidean axiomatic geometry, Ptolemaic astronomy, Vitruvian architecture, and the poetic 
eternizing conceit ("When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st"Â•) the new line marks, and is itself 
subject to, specificity, change, and even decay.Â  Sterne's and Gilpin's particularizing abstractions 
account only for themselves, pleasing by virtue of their specificity and defiance of precedent 
forms.Â  Narrative lines are increasingly marked by the unexpected twist and the unrepeatable first 
reading, poetic lines privilege evanescence and creative invention, and visual art finds beauty in the 
fragmentary and ruined.Â  We will work to develop accounts of the line of novelty through discussions 
of literary examples including Tristram Shandy, Alexander Pope's Essay on Criticism, Joseph 
Addison'sSpectator Papers, Henry Fielding's Joseph Andrews, Ann Radcliffe's The Romance of the 
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Forest, the poetry of William Blake, William Wordsworth, and John Keats as well as non-literary texts 
such as William Hogarth's The Analysis of Beauty, Isaac Newton's Principia Mathematica, 
Gilpin's Essays on Picturesque Beauty, Roland Barthes' S/Z, and selections from the works of Jacques 
Derrida.  

 


